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Abstract
Tectonic-Shift is the storage fabric for Meta’s production ma-
chine learning (ML) training infrastructure. Industrial storage
fabrics for ML need to meet both the intensive IO and high-
capacity storage demands of training jobs. Our prior storage
fabric, Tectonic, used hard disk drives (HDDs) to store training
data. However, HDDs provide poor IO-per-watt performance.
This inefficiency hindered the scalability of our storage fabric,
and thus limited our ability to keep pace with rapidly growing
training IO demands.

This paper describes our journey to build and deploy
Tectonic-Shift, a composite storage fabric that efficiently
serves the needs of our training infrastructure. We begin with
a deep workload characterization that guided an extensive
hardware and software design space exploration. We then
present the principled design of Tectonic-Shift, which max-
imizes storage power efficiency by combining Shift, a flash
storage tier, with Tectonic. Shift improves efficiency by ab-
sorbing reads using IO-efficient flash, reducing required HDD
capacity. Shift maximizes IO absorption via novel application-
aware cache policies that infer future access patterns from
training dataset specifications. Shift absorbs 1.51− 3.28×
more IO than an LRU flash cache and reduces power demand
in a petabyte-scale production Tectonic-Shift cluster by 29%.

1 Introduction

The success of industrial machine learning (ML) training is en-
abled by highly efficient and scalable infrastructures that store
and feed massive amounts of training data to datacenter-scale
training clusters [27, 31, 44, 46, 68]. At Meta, we deploy train-
ing clusters, each with of thousands of GPUs, across many dat-
acenters in order to meet our ML training demands [42]. Each
cluster requires a storage fabric capable of storing exabytes
of data and serving reads at tens of terabytes per second.

Our prior storage fabric was Tectonic, Meta’s exabyte-scale
distributed file system [50]. Each Tectonic instance is backed
by a cluster of disaggregated hard disk (HDD) storage nodes.

To feed trainers, we needed to provision each Tectonic cluster
with HDDs to provide both sufficient storage capacity for
training datasets and enough IO capacity to meet the read
bandwidth demands of all trainers in the datacenter. The sig-
nificant and increasing IO requirements of training acceler-
ators resulted in a large imbalance between IO and storage
demands compared to what is afforded by modern HDDs.
We needed to provision an order of magnitude more storage
capacity to meet trainers’ IO demands than to store datasets.
This storage inefficiency expended a large portion of each dat-
acenter’s power budget — modern ML storage fabrics often
require more power than trainers themselves [68] — which
constrained the scalability of our training infrastructure.

This paper chronicles our journey to improve the power
efficiency of our production storage fabric for IO-bound ML
training workloads. We begin with a hardware design space
exploration and show that traditional homogeneous storage
fabrics (HDD or otherwise) cannot meet the imbalanced stor-
age and IO demands of ML training without resource over-
provisioning. An ideal storage solution should combine mul-
tiple storage media in a composite storage fabric to balance
storage and IO capacity. It can efficiently meet IO demands by
serving most IOPS from IO-efficient (high bytes/s per watt)
devices, e.g., flash, while relying on storage-efficient (high
bytes per watt) devices, e.g., HDDs, to meet storage demands.

However, simply deploying a composite storage fabric does
not beget high efficiency. It must hold the right data in IO-
efficient devices at the right time — exploiting data locality
via caching. We present a software design space exploration,
guided by a deep characterization of our production ML train-
ing workloads, showing that current cache systems do not cap-
ture the data reuse characteristics of these workloads. General-
purpose software flash and DRAM caches are designed for
web-based workloads with trillions of small requests such
as content delivery networks, social graphs, key-value stores,
and databases [1, 6, 7, 9, 13, 38, 43, 45, 55, 56, 66]. Meanwhile,
ML training jobs issue a small number of massive scans over
petabytes of data, resulting in scan and churn patterns that
easily thrash an LRU cache [52]. Alternatively, current ML-
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specific storage systems [16, 23, 30, 32, 41, 61, 71] are inef-
fective because existing solutions have been designed for
small-scale deployments with highly-synchronized training
jobs reading multiple epochs of the same static data. Mean-
while, large-scale production training environments consist
of highly asynchronous, single-epoch training jobs reading
varying subsets of continuously-updated datasets.

While cache systems leveraging composite storage have
been widely studied and deployed, our hardware and software
design space exploration elucidates the need for a unique
combination of techniques tailored to our ML workloads. To
this end, we built Tectonic-Shift, a composite storage fabric
that improves storage efficiency by balancing storage and IO
capacity across HDDs and flash. We present Tectonic-Shift
and several guiding design principles that make it deployable
and effective across our datacenters: a) Transparent. Tectonic-
Shift presents the same APIs as the Tectonic File System,
requiring no user knowledge or application changes. Tectonic-
Shift combines Shift, a flash storage tier that aims to maximize
IO absorption, with each HDD Tectonic cluster. b) Simple.
Shift is built on top of CacheLib [6], and deploying Shift re-
quires no changes to other storage services such as Tectonic’s
Metadata Layer. c) Scalable. Shift is fully decentralized, con-
sisting only of disaggregated flash storage nodes, each using
local dynamic cache policies that adjust to observed load.
d) Intelligent. While Tectonic-Shift is transparent to users, it
understands application information from training job spec-
ifications, such as the list of table partitions that comprise
the job’s dataset. We present novel cache mechanisms that
leverage this information to improve the performance of Shift
by inferring training jobs’ future data access patterns.

We demonstrate how these principles allow Shift to ab-
sorb 1.51− 3.28× IO than an LRU-based flash cache on a
mix of representative training workloads, all while managing
flash endurance limits. Furthermore, we present results on
our petabyte-scale production tiers, serving real ML training
jobs, showing how Tectonic-Shift can save 29% of power rel-
ative to using HDDs alone for training data. We close with a
discussion of lessons learned in deploying Tectonic-Shift and
several promising areas of future exploration. In summary,
we make the following contributions.

• We provide an in-depth hardware and software design space
exploration of storage systems for ML training jobs, guided
by a characterization of our production workloads.

• We present the principled design of Tectonic-Shift, which
combines Shift, a flash storage tier, with each Tectonic clus-
ter to improve the overall efficiency of Meta’s storage fabric.

• We describe novel cache policies employed by Shift that
predict and optimize for future data access patterns derived
from training job specifications.

• We show detailed production evaluation results. Shift ab-
sorbs 1.51−3.28× more IO than LRU. Tectonic-Shift im-
proves the power efficiency of our storage fabric by 29%.
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Figure 1: Overview of Meta’s data storage and ingestion (DSI)
pipeline. Tectonic-Shift is the durable storage fabric for training data
in each datacenter.

2 ML Data Storage and Ingestion Background

Deep learning recommendation model (DLRM) training dom-
inates our ML infrastructure demands [2], requiring signifi-
cant data storage and ingestion (DSI) capacities to manage
structured datasets [68]. Thus, we primarily focus on DLRM
workloads in this paper, and we discuss extending Tectonic-
Shift to other ML domains and non-ML workloads in Sec-
tion 7. Figure 1 shows how the DSI pipeline continuously
generates, stores, and ingests DLRM training data.
Data Generation. Fresh data is needed to ensure model ac-
curacy [18]. We continuously generate training samples from
inference requests served by our production fleet. When a
given host serves an inference request, it logs a snapshot of
the relevant features of the requester (e.g., a user’s set of liked
pages) and the outcome of the event corresponding to the
inference request (e.g., if a user likes the recommendation).
These logs are continuously published to Scribe [26], Meta’s
global distributed messaging system. A training data pipeline,
corresponding to a set of extract-transform-load (ETL) jobs
(e.g., Spark [67]), consume these logs by joining and labeling
them to form structured training samples.
Dataset Storage. Each pipeline’s training samples are stored
in a corresponding Hive [57] table. Tables are constantly
updated with new time-based partitions of fresh data, gener-
ated by each pipeline with a regular cadence (e.g., hourly).
Old partitions regularly expire and are deleted. Each table is
replicated to all datacenters with training clusters, and each
partition is stored as columnar DWRF [21] files (similar in
format to ORC [14]) in a new directory in each respective
datacenter’s Tectonic File System. Training jobs read from
their local Tectonic instance.

We adopt a common schema across our training tables
to ensure interoperability across models [68]. Specifically,
all features are stored in a small number of map columns
and comprise the majority of each row (> 99% of bytes).
Each column maps multiple integer feature IDs to the row’s
corresponding value for that feature (e.g., a float for a dense
feature column or lists/maps for a categorical feature column).
Data Ingestion. Training jobs are submitted to a global queue
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Figure 2: Overview of the Tectonic File System. Directory, file, and
block metadata operations are served by a Metadata Layer. Clients
directly read chunks from HDD-based Chunk Store nodes.

by ML engineers and are scheduled and routed to a specific
datacenter when capacity allows. When each job is scheduled,
it allocates a set of training nodes (Trainers) [42] and a set
of Data PreProcessing (DPP) Readers [68] from the datacen-
ter’s training cluster. Trainers are equipped with GPUs and
perform the actual training, continuously ingesting tensors
from Readers. Readers are general-purpose CPU nodes that
continuously read raw bytes from the Tectonic File System,
reconstruct minibatches of samples from the bytes, and pre-
process each minibatch into tensors.

Specifically, Readers read data based on a training job’s
dataset, specified by an ML engineer. The dataset contains a
list of table partitions and a list of feature IDs. Throughout
the lifetime of the training job, Readers will continuously
ingest (disjoint) minibatches of samples, filtering out unused
features in each sample, until the Readers have collectively
read all samples from the specified partitions. To read the ap-
propriate bytes from Tectonic, Readers map each partition to
a set of Tectonic files by querying the Hive Metastore [57,58].
Readers then scan each file and progressively read samples by
issuing Tectonic reads. Readers push filtering to storage, ref-
erencing metadata within footers of the file to selectively read
bytes corresponding to features specified by the dataset [68].

Tectonic File System. Figure 2 shows the architecture of
the Tectonic cluster (sans Shift) backing each Tectonic File
System instance. Files are divided into blocks (typically 72
MiB) representing a logical array of bytes. Tectonic further
divides blocks into smaller chunks (typically 8 MiB) and
durably encodes each via replication or Reed-Solomon (RS)
encoding [51]. Chunks are distributed across the cluster’s
Chunk Store, backed by a number of HDD storage nodes.

Readers directly read data from storage nodes using the
Tectonic Client Library. The Client Library exposes a file
pread interface to clients. For each read, the Client Library
issues requests to specific chunks on storage nodes and per-
forms reconstructions if necessary. The Client Library obtains
chunk mappings and any directory and file metadata (e.g.,
directory ls) via queries to a hash-sharded Metadata Layer
built on ZippyDB [37]. DPP Readers optimize for HDD seeks
and coalesce reads into large O(1MB)-sized IOs [68].

Table 1: Storage power requirements for an HDD, flash, and ideal
composite cluster, assuming 100 PB and 10 TB/s storage and IO
demand. We show required power to meet storage-only, bandwidth-
only, and both requirements, normalized to HDD storage-only.

Storage Req. IO Req. Storage & IO Req.

HDD Cluster 1.00 9.92 9.92
Flash Cluster 6.53 1.88 6.53
HDD + Flash 1.00 1.88 2.69

3 Production ML Storage Design Space

This section explores why we could not efficiently scale Tec-
tonic to meet the IO bandwidth that our training clusters in-
creasingly demand. We present various hardware and software
design space explorations that led us to Tectonic-Shift, guided
by a characterization of our production ML training jobs.

3.1 Hardware Design Space

We first evaluated different storage hardware options, sum-
marized in Table 1. Specifically, we used our HDD [3] and
flash [8] server specifications to calculate the power (watts)
required by the number of HDD, flash, or HDD + flash servers
(rows) to supply 100 PB of storage, 10 TB/s of read band-
width, or both (columns). These demands are representative
of our workloads [42,68], and we must provide both sufficient
storage and IO capacity. The HDD + flash analysis used only
HDDs to supply 100 PB of storage and only flash to supply
10 TB/s of IO. In the storage and IO case, we used HDDs to
supply storage capacity and flash to supply IO capacity, dis-
counting the IO capacity supplied by the HDDs. We focused
on power because it is the primary budget and optimization
metric for services across our fleet [68]. We normalized results
to the HDD, storage-only case.
Option 1: HDD-Only (Status Quo). Our first option to meet
IO demand was to continue provisioning more HDD storage
nodes into each Tectonic cluster. This would linearly scale IO
capacity as chunks are distributed across HDDs evenly. Unfor-
tunately, this option would require us to provision 9.92× more
storage capacity than necessary — 1.6EB of disks assuming
RS(9,6)! Furthermore, since our IO demand is growing 2×
as fast as storage demand [68], this option is unsustainable.
Option 2: Flash-Only. We also considered using a flash
storage tier [28] for our training datasets. Flash trades off
storage-efficiency for IO-efficiency. Compared to HDDs, A
flash cluster would need 5.28× less power to meet IO demand,
but 6.53× more power to meet storage demand. Meeting both
demands is more efficient using flash, but there is a significant
over-provisioning of IO capacity, making this sub-optimal.
Option 3: Composite Storage. Relying on a single stor-
age hardware inherently precludes us from balancing storage
and IO capacity. An ideal cluster would use both a storage-
efficient device and IO-efficient device together, provisioning
enough of each to meet their respective demands. HDDs are
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Figure 3: IO bandwidth demand across 85 tables over the course of
one day. Training tables exhibit a power law in popularity.

an ideal storage-efficient device due to their density. We con-
sidered DRAM and flash for our IO-efficient device.

Option 3.1: HDD + DRAM. We decided against using
only DRAM, as a DRAM storage node would be bound by
the NIC throughput (e.g., 100 Gbps) as opposed to DRAM
throughput. Modern SSDs can provide O(1GB/s) of read
bandwidth at O(1W ) of power [11], allowing a flash storage
node to provide the same IO capacity in roughly the same
power footprint as a DRAM storage node. Meanwhile, flash
storage nodes have significantly higher storage capacities
(O(10T B)), greatly improving cache performance.

Option 3.2: HDD + Flash. We opted to use flash as our
underlying IO-efficient device. Table 1 shows how an ideal
composite cluster would allow us to provision only 1.69×
flash-based power to meet IO demand plus 1.00× HDD-based
power to meet storage demand, reducing the power footprint
of our storage tier by 3.69× compared to Option 1.

However, Option 3.2 assumes that flash servers are able
to meet the bulk of IO demand by holding a popular subset
of bytes. Our next challenge was designing a system that
could intelligently manage the contents of each flash server
to maximize its IO absorption. Our first option was to create
both a flash and HDD Chunk Store within the same durable
storage fabric. The Tectonic Metadata Layer would move
blocks between flash and HDD based on read demand. This
option has several drawbacks. It a) requires extra RS encoding
overheads on flash, b) adds metadata overheads due to block
location updates, and c) requires significant changes to the
Metadata Layer to support sub-block granularities (due to
byte-range popularities, to be discussed in Section 3.2.1). For
these reasons, we decided to use flash as the foundation for
a metadata-less, non-durable cache. We present the design
space exploration of this software cache next.

3.2 Software Design Space
3.2.1 Production ML Workload Characterization

We begin by characterizing our production ML training jobs,
which present a uniquely challenging cache workload.
Row-wise Reuse. Training samples (rows) exhibit a skewed
popularity across training jobs. Figure 3 shows the IO demand
targeting 85 tables over the course of one day. We run many
ML model types in production, and ML engineers continu-
ously train and experiment on each model type with varying

Figure 4: (a) Normalized histogram showing # of date partitions
read by each training job, with orange bars weighing jobs by the
number of partitions read. (b) IO demand across date partitions over
a one-day period, with day 0 being the most recent partition.

popularities. Since each model type typically uses a distinct
table, this variation manifests in tables’ IO demands. There is
a distinct power-law in table popularity with a long tail.

Furthermore, training jobs typically read a subset of table
partitions, as models can typically reach convergence before
all rows are exhausted. For a similar reason, each training job
only reads its specified rows once (i.e., one epoch). Figure 4(a)
shows a distribution for a popular table1 of the number of date
partitions2 read by training jobs in one day. Most jobs read
only a few partitions. However, when we consider IO demand
by weighing the impact of each job by the number of date
partitions it reads (the orange bars), we see that the majority of
IO demand comes from jobs that read 20 or more partitions.

It is also important to understand which partitions training
jobs typically read. Figure 4 shows a normalized histogram
of IO demand over the popular table’s date partitions over the
course of one day. Partitions do not exhibit flat popularity, but
instead show multiple modalities. A large fraction of traffic
reads the most recent date partition. This is typical of “recur-
ring” jobs that keep the model up-to-date and exploratory jobs
that use the freshest data. There also exist multiple groups of
popular date partitions, where multiple larger-scale training
jobs use similar date ranges to ensure comparable results.

The above graphs show multiple important characteristics.
a) Row reuse is solely across single-epoch training jobs. b)
The active working set size of all training jobs is massive.
There are over 85 active tables, each containing O(1−10PB)
of samples [68]. c) Most IO demand comes from jobs that
read tens of date partitions. These jobs have PB-scale working
sets due to O(100T B)-sized date partitions [68]. There are
also many smaller jobs that read a few date partitions. d) Date
partitions exhibit varying popularity, with popularity changing
over time as date partitions are generated and deleted.
Column-wise Reuse. Columns (i.e., features) also exhibit
a distribution in popularity, as training jobs typically use a
subset of all features due to hardware (e.g., GPU memory)
constraints. Figure 5(a) shows an analysis of 1265 production
training jobs that read a specific date partition of the popular

1Where relevant, we characterize this same table throughout this section.
2A date partition consists of all training samples generated in a given day.
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Figure 5: (a) CDF showing distribution of stored feature bytes to
IO served to 1265 training jobs reading a single date partition. (b)
Time-series of training jobs reading a popular table over one week.

table. The x axis shows a distribution of the stored bytes,
ordered by read popularity. The y axis shows the fraction
of total IO bandwidth served by most popular x fraction of
bytes. Over 75% of bytes are read at least once. However,
roughly half of all bytes, corresponding to popular features,
serve almost all IO demand.

This has important implications for a cache system, as
features are stored into columnar byte streams within large
DWRF files. Specifically, row-wise popularity corresponds to
file-popularity, and column-wise popularity corresponds to
byte-range popularity within each file. A cache system must
effectively capture both dimensions.
Temporal Behavior. Cache systems must also account for the
unique temporal characteristics of training jobs. Figure 5(b)
shows a time-series plot of 642 jobs, launched over one week,
that read the popular table. Each horizontal bar reflects the
lifetime of each job, during which it reads the samples and
features specified in its dataset. We observe that first, training
jobs are largely asynchronous. Cache systems cannot solely
optimize for highly synchronized jobs (e.g., hyperparameter
tuning) and assume high temporal locality. Secondly, data
reuse is expressed across a small number of training jobs,
unlike the billions of requests common to web-based work-
loads [6]. Finally, each training job can run from hours to
days, requiring a large storage and temporal footprint.

3.2.2 Cache Software Design Space Exploration

With our workload characteristics in mind, we evaluated vari-
ous system architectures to manage our flash storage tier.
Option 1: General-purpose Software Caches. We built
CacheLib at Meta as a general-purpose cache engine to sup-
port caches for datacenter applications such as key-value
stores, databases, CDNs, and social graphs [6]. CacheLib
offers LRU and FIFO eviction policies over flash, and random
and reject first admission policies to manage flash endurance.
Our first option was to simply deploy a cluster of flash storage
nodes, each managed by CacheLib, to cache file byte ranges.

Unfortunately, ML training workloads exhibit patterns that
general-purpose cache policies fail to handle. Our characteri-
zation showed a long tail of jobs that read unpopular tables
and partitions. However, each job can still have working sets
up to tens of petabytes, potentially larger than the entire cache

itself. These massive and long-running scans can easily evict
the entire cache, reducing hits on popular items. Furthermore,
even popular training samples are susceptible to churn, where
each sample is repeatedly evicted and inserted into cache.
Churn occurs because a) there are relatively few training jobs
in each datacenter, b) data reuse occurs with a relatively long
duration between jobs (Figure 5), and c) working set sizes ex-
ceed our cache capacities. Scans and churns are well-known
antagonist cache patterns [52], motivating the need for spe-
cialized and domain-specific admission and eviction policies.
Option 2: ML-specific Caches. We also considered tech-
niques for building an ML-specific cache, inspired by recent
work [16, 23, 30, 32, 41, 61, 71], that allows applications to
explicitly cache samples in high-bandwidth storage. While
such caches can optimize policies for ML workloads, they
face several disadvantages. First, current ML caches employ
techniques that require assumptions not representative of our
workloads, limiting their effectiveness. For example, they
cache entire files (e.g., images), and they rely on a large
amount of intra-job data reuse across multiple epochs and
inter-job data reuse across highly concurrent hyperparameter
tuning jobs. Meanwhile, feature popularity requires our cache
to store byte ranges within files, and our workloads only ex-
hibit inter-job data reuse with highly asynchronous workloads.
Secondly, an application-controlled cache introduces security
concerns due to the need to handle access to and deletion of
multiple copies of data. Finally, ML caches require end-user
efforts to adopt, hindering both our deployment velocity, and
more importantly, the productivity of ML engineers.
Option 3: A Transparent, Application-aware Cache. Our
final cache design combined benefits from both software
and ML caches. We focused on policies that provide the
transparency and generalizability of software caches and the
application-level awareness of ML caches. Our characteriza-
tion highlighted key opportunities. Specifically, not only do
training jobs tend to favor specific rows and columns, their
dataset specifies which features, tables, and partitions the job
will deterministically read throughout its lifetime.

We next explore how our entire design space exploration
yielded a principled design of Tectonic-Shift. Section 5 then
describes how we leverage policies that infer future access
patterns from dataset specifications to minimize cache con-
tention and to maximize the read IO absorbed by the cache.

4 Tectonic-Shift Architecture

4.1 Tectonic-Shift Design Principles
Figure 6 shows the architecture of Tectonic-Shift. We designed
Tectonic-Shift around four key design principles.

Transparency: Tectonic-Shift combines Shift, a flash stor-
age tier, in front of each HDD Tectonic cluster transparently.
Each Tectonic-Shift cluster serves read requests for all training
workloads in its respective datacenter. It exposes the same
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APIs and semantics as our current Tectonic File System. Trans-
parency was important for two reasons. First, we avoided ex-
posing storage decisions to ML engineers, as doing so may
lead to inefficient configurations and hinder their productiv-
ity. It also eased deployment, allowing us to progressively
roll out Shift and re-balance Tectonic clusters under the hood.
Secondly, because most of Meta’s storage services rely on
Tectonic, a general API would allow us extend Shift to new
customers that could become IO-bound (see Section 7).

Simplicity: We kept Shift simple and robust by reusing as
much infrastructure as possible. Shift can only be accessed
via the Client Library, which uses Tectonic’s Metadata Layer.
This simplifies security since all access controls are validated
before reaching Shift. Shift also uses the fact that training data
is stored in immutable, sealed blocks [50] to avoid managing
cache invalidations or mutations. Each Shift node uses Cache-
Lib as its internal caching engine, allowing us to harness
resources from the myriad teams that rely on CacheLib.

Scalability: We built Shift to be effective at any deploy-
ment size, quickly deployable, and easily scalable to meet the
demands of each datacenter. Shift is fully decentralized, con-
sisting of only flash storage nodes placed in a consistent hash
ring. Cache decisions are only made locally to each storage
node and dynamically adjust based on observed load.

Intelligence: Finally, based on Section 3, Shift must adapt
to the unique workload characteristics of ML training jobs.
Section 5 explores how we built intelligent cache policies
on top of CacheLib. These policies infer each training job’s
data access pattern based on its initial dataset specification,
allowing each Shift node to maximize IO absorption based on
both historic and expected future data access patterns.

4.2 The Life of a Tectonic-Shift Read

Client Library. As discussed in Section 2, for each training
job, DPP Readers collectively scan through the specified par-
titions, with each Reader individually reading separate splits
of rows. Each partition is mapped to a distinct file system
directory, and Readers directly read data corresponding to
used features from files in the respective directories. Readers
obtain file handles by querying the Tectonic Metadata Layer
(Figure 2). Mappings from features and rows to file byte

ranges are decoded by Readers from file footers. Each Reader
issues reads via a pread Client Library API call, which re-
turns count bytes starting at offset within a file.

Figure 6 shows how the Client Library handles each pread.
It first decomposes the pread into a set of block reads by
querying the Tectonic File Layer. The Client Library then
checks if each block read is cache eligible. Cache ineligible
reads directly read each block range from the Tectonic Chunk
Store 1a . Cache eligible reads directly issue a get(blockId,

offset, length) for each block to the Shift cluster 1b .
We piggyback a number of tags with each get request that
associate each request with relevant metadata, such as the file
path and training job ID, to be used by Shift policies. The Shift
cluster consists of a number of flash Shift Storage Nodes (SNs)
placed in a consistent hash ring [25]. The Client Library maps
each get request to a Shift SN based on hash(blockId). get
requests either return data for the corresponding block 2a ,

or return a cache miss 2b . The Client Library reads missed

blocks from the Tectonic cluster 1a . Once all blocks are
fetched, the Client Library returns the results of the pread to
the caller.
Shift Storage Node Data Plane. Shift uses CacheLib [6]
within each SN to manage both DRAM and flash. We break
up each Tectonic block into fixed-size segments, which are
the objects that we place into CacheLib. Blocks are typically
72 MiB; we discuss segment sizes in Section 5.2.

The SN breaks up each get request’s range into segments.
If all segments are present in cache, the SN simply returns the
requested data 2a . Otherwise, Shift implements two critical
policies on top of CacheLib. First, if any segments are missing,
the SN decides if the segment is admitted (i.e., allowed) into
cache 3 . If any segment is not admitted, the SN returns a
cache ineligible miss to the Client 2b . Otherwise, the SN will
fetch admitted segments from the Tectonic cluster and insert
them into cache 4 . The SN then returns data corresponding
to the get request 2a . Secondly, any cache insertions will
potentially result in segments being evicted from the cache
5 . For each evicted segment, the SN can optionally reinsert

the segment into cache 6 , potentially avoiding a cache miss
if the evicted segment is accessed in the near future.
Shift Abstractions and Guarantees. The primary goal of
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Shift is to serve IO bandwidth corresponding to popular bytes,
reducing IO to Tectonic’s Chunk Store. We rely on and do not
change the semantics of the Tectonic File System.

Specifically, the Tectonic File System provides append-only
semantics. Data pipelines will seal blocks; we do not have to
handle modifications in Shift. Shift SNs act only as a part of
the data plane. To keep file system operations centralized and
scalable, we rely on the Tectonic cluster’s Metadata Layer for
all metadata operations. Thus, Shift does not expose a put
API. Inserts into cache are only made for missed get requests.
Accesses to blocks are consistent since Shift SNs can only be
accessed by the Tectonic Client Library, which first references
the Metadata Layer for file-to-block mappings, preventing
reads to renamed or deleted files. Similarly, unauthorized
reads are prevented as any the Client Library performs ACL
checks for each block before issuing reads to Shift.

Our proposed design also allows Shift to be inherently fault
tolerant. Shift contains no centralized state. Shift relies on the
fault tolerant Tectonic Metadata Layer [50] for metadata op-
erations. Cache policies are made local to each SN, allowing
other SNs to proceed unhindered in the event of a SN failure.
Furthermore, Shift serves only reads, and Clients will default
to Tectonic reads (e.g., after a timeout) if a given SN fails.

5 Application-Aware Cache Policies

Building on our design principles, our key insight is to in-
strument Shift with intelligent policies that maximize the IO
absorbed from Tectonic. These policies transparently adapt to
workloads by leveraging both historic and application infor-
mation, ensuring that only segments with high reuse across
training jobs are kept in each SN. Specifically, each Shift SN
contains a Control Plane that implements an admission and
reinsertion policy. We incorporate a cache eligibility pol-
icy in the Client Library to reduce RPC pressure and avoid
requests to Shift from “uncacheable” workloads.

We focused on building a flexible SN Control Plane that
aggregates the necessary metadata (including application in-
formation) to define and inform highly configurable policies,
allowing us to constantly tune and improve performance. We
prioritized admission and reinsertion policies as opposed to
eviction policies such as LRU because a) we can prevent
significant thrashing due to the scan and churn (Section 3)
patterns common in our workloads, and b) we can control
write rates to flash in order to manage flash endurance con-
straints. Meanwhile, our policies are built on top of CacheLib,
and we use CacheLib’s provided eviction policies (LRU or
FIFO) after admission into cache.

As discussed in Section 4, each Shift SN acts as an indepen-
dent entity, serving only requests on its portion of a consistent
hash ring. Thus, the overall goal of each Shift SN is to max-
imize the absorbed IO locally — doing so maximizes the
aggregate IO absorbed by the entire Shift cluster. We define
the absorbed IO at each SN as the bandwidth of successful
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Figure 7: Overview of Shift SN Control and Data Plane. The Control
Plane dynamically tunes Data Plane cache policies.

Table 2: Table listing configurable parameters in Shift.

Configurable Parameter Meaning

MapSegment(s) Mapping function from segment to bucket.
BucketPriority(b) Function to calculate priority of bucket b.
AdmitT hreshold Dynamic scalar threshold to admit buckets.
ReinsertT hreshold Dynamic scalar threshold to reinsert buckets.
BucketRe f reshTime Update period for bucket policies.
RHWSize Size of request history window logs to keep.

get requests returned to clients, minus the bandwidth of data
fetches to the Tectonic cluster due to data misses. Importantly,
non-admitted cache requests do not impact absorbed IO, and
reinserted segments do not contribute to fetches to Tectonic.

5.1 Admission and Reinsertion

Figure 7 shows an overview of the Control and Data Plane
running in each SN. The Control Plane dynamically directs
the Data Plane to admit or reinsert segments into the cache
upon a cache miss or eviction, respectively, using historical
and application metadata. These decisions are made based on
the configurable parameters summarized in Table 2.
Mapping a Segment to a Bucket. The Control Plane stat-
ically maps each segment s to a bucket b using the tags at-
tached to each read request, based on a configurable function
MapSegment(s). Intuitively, each bucket represents a collec-
tion of segments that will likely be accessed together and
connects to a logical grouping within the application.

For example, we typically use a segment’s corresponding
directory as its default bucket mapping, as each training job
specifies a set of partitions to read and will scan through
files within each partition’s directory. Furthermore, we can
correlate data reuse across multiple jobs based on their dataset
partitions (and thus directories). While finer-grained bucket
mappings such as files or features (i.e., file byte ranges) are
possible, directories provide sufficient granularity since jobs
mostly read similar features within each file (Section 3).
Assigning a Policy to Each Bucket. Each bucket is assigned
a binary admission and reinsertion policy. The Data Plane sim-
ply admits/rejects (on miss) or reinserts/evicts (on eviction)
each segment depending on its bucket’s current policy. The
Control Plane will admit or reinsert a bucket if the bucket’s
current BucketPriority(b) is greater than AdmitThreshold or
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ReinsertThreshold, respectively. Bucket policy assignments
are updated every BucketRefreshTime, a configurable parame-
ter. Buckets should be updated frequently enough to react to
changes in reading patterns; we use a default of 10 seconds.
Deriving a Bucket’s Priority. BucketPriority(b) directly de-
termines b’s admission/reinsertion policy. Intuitively, we in-
terpret b’s priority as the number of times we expect each
segment in the bucket to be read in the near future. Higher
priority buckets will be placed into the cache (via admis-
sion/reinsertion) over lower-priority buckets and thus absorb
more IO in total. Our key insight is to calculate buckets’ prior-
ities using both historical and future information derived from
the Request History Window (RHW) and Global Metadata
Store (GMS), respectively.

Historic Priority. The RHW tracks recently observed re-
quests (regardless of admission) over a past time period,
RHWSize. The RHW reports the number of unique segments
and total segments requested for each bucket. A historic pri-
ority for bucket b can be calculated as BucketPriority(b) =
TotalBytes(b)/UniqueBytes(b), providing the traditional
cache signal which assumes that past access patterns are in-
dicative of the future. RHWSize is a configurable parameter.
We tune it to capture sufficient historical data without exceed-
ing memory capacity limits; we use a default of 6 hours.

Future Priority. The RHW also records the set of active
training jobs and the set of buckets read by each training
job using the job ID tag piggybacked with each request. The
GMS is a set of databases which contains real-time informa-
tion about the dataset specification of each training job. By
combining the RHW and GMS, we can directly derive future
accesses for each training job and thus bucket priorities. The
Control Plane queries the RHW for all active training jobs and
pulls each job’s dataset specification from the GMS. For ex-
ample, for directory-based buckets, the Control Plane derives
a bucket’s future priority as equal to the number of jobs that
include the corresponding partition in its dataset, discounting
any jobs that have finished reading the bucket.

In summary, the RHW captures historic access patterns and
active training jobs, while the GMS associates each training
job with application information about its dataset. While we
presented potential historic and future policies, variations can
easily be created using the RHW and GMS. For example, a
potential future policy can further prioritize directories earlier
in read order (and thus read sooner). Section 6 explores a
hybrid policy combining historic and future priorities.
Threshold Tuning. The Control Plane continuously tunes the
AdmitT hreshold and ReinsertT hreshold based on two fac-
tors. First, a minimum threshold avoids admitting unpopular
workloads that can evict the entire cache. We use a mini-
mum value that is strictly greater than 1, and we constantly
tune it based on observed performance. Secondly, we imple-
ment a PID-controlled feedback loop to ensure that the cache
admit plus reinsert rates (reported by the RHW) is strictly
less than our flash endurance limits (defined by a maximum

average write rate). This allows the threshold to increase
beyond the minimum in response to high flash write rates,
thereby admitting/reinserting fewer segments. We only tune
the AdmitT hreshold and tie the ReinsertT hreshold to be a
fixed offset (e.g., AdmitT hreshold + 1) to prioritize admits
over reinserts to limit write amplification due to reinserts.

An additional benefit in building an admission policy above
CacheLib is to rate limit prior to Tectonic reads. While Cache-
Lib provides a rate limiter, which selectively admits segments
to flash upon DRAM eviction, it inherently requires first in-
serting data into DRAM. This results in unnecessary Tectonic
reads if the data is soon to be evicted due to write endurance
limits. Shift’s admission policy acts prior to Tectonic fetches,
avoiding unnecessary HDD reads for rate limited data.

5.2 CacheLib Tuning

CacheLib offers a suite of configurable parameters that we
continuously tune via a host of stress, release validation, and
production tests. While prior flash caches focused on address-
ing write amplification caused by small objects (e.g., <1KB
messages) [6, 13, 38, 56], a key difference and advantage in
Shift is the ability to configure segment sizes. Too large seg-
ments, relative to request sizes, result in overheads since we
fetch and store data in segment-granularity. On the other hand,
too small segment sizes constrain both DRAM and flash due
to metadata and write amplification overheads. We found that
256 KB was a good balance for our workloads. We also rely
on CacheLib to optimize underlying data layouts on flash [6]
to further improve flash endurance. Finally, we evaluated the
available eviction policies for DRAM and flash and found
that LRU works well (when combined with Shift’s policies);
we provide further exploration in Section 6.

5.3 Client Cache Eligibility

We also incorporate a Shift eligibility policy at the Tectonic
Client Library. Tectonic serves a diverse set of training and
non-ML workloads across Meta. The primary purpose of the
cache eligibility policy is to prevent customers that are not
onboarded to Shift, as well as low-priority and uncommon
(and less-cacheable) tables, from issuing lookups to Shift.
While these read requests would likely be rejected by the SN’s
cache admission policy, applying a first filter significantly
reduces the RPC load and memory pressure at each SN.

We currently filter out all non-ML traffic to bolster ML
training capacity. Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that tables are
disproportionately popular. Filtering out rarely-used tables
adds another layer of protection against cache contention,
since all IO can be sufficiently served from Tectonic HDDs.
As a baseline heuristic, we filter out tables whose IO demand
can be sufficiently served by the HDD capacity needed to
store it. We continuously tune our filters based on demand.
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(a) Synchronized workload (b) Pipelined workload (c) Sequential workload
Figure 8: IO absorbed by different policies across benchmarks, normalized to the average IO absorbed by LRU eviction.

Table 3: Benchmark DLRM training job workloads used for eval-
uation. Each job j is denoted as {} j and reads each partition P in
specified order. Each partition P has a ≈ 5 TB working set.

Workload Jobs & Partitions Read Description

Synchronized {P1,P2,P3}1, {P4,P5,P6}2,
{P1,P2,P3}3, {P7,P8,P9}4,
{P1,P2,P3}5

Multi-tenant HP tuning or ex-
ploratory jobs. Jobs are launched
synchronously.

Pipelined {P1,P2,P3}1, {P2,P3}2,
{P3}3

Long-running, pipelined jobs. Jobs
are launched synchronously.

Sequential {P1}1, {P1}2, {P1}3, {P1}4,
{P2}5, {P3}6, {P1}7, {P4}8,
{P5}9

Queued jobs that launch when
training capacity is available. Jobs
1-3, 4-6, and 7-9 launch together.

6 Tectonic-Shift Deployment and Evaluation

Tectonic is Meta’s durable storage system. It has been in pro-
duction since 2015 and stores exabytes of data. Shift has been
in production since early 2022 and is deployed at petabyte-
scale alongside multiple Tectonic clusters serving DLRM
training workloads. In this section, we evaluate Shift’s various
caching policies compared to state of the art using a series of
representative workloads, and we present results of Shift in
production. We focus on and report absorbed IO because it is
Shift’s top-line metric and optimization goal. A comparison
of hit rates would yield analogous results since requests rates
are equally distributed across SNs due to consistent hashing.

6.1 Shift Policy Evaluation

To better understand how Shift policies perform, we used
a set of representative workload patterns shown in Table 3.
Each pattern was derived from production DLRM training job
traces and downsized to scale to our evaluation cluster. The
Synchronized pattern represents a case where multiple training
jobs reading the same partitions are launched at the same
time (e.g., for hyperparameter tuning jobs), with training jobs
reading other partitions interleaved due to the multi-tenancy of
our training clusters. The Pipelined pattern frequently occurs
in long-running jobs when users kill an under-performing job
and replace it with a new model using the same dataset. The
Sequential pattern occurs due to limited training resources,
where jobs will run in separate batches as jobs finish and
resources become available. For each workload, we used a set

of Readers that each read from Tectonic-Shift at ≈ 1.5 GB/s.
We evaluated on a 6-node Shift cluster deployed with our

production configuration. In each experiment, we configured
nodes with different policies and evaluated each policy concur-
rently to ensure equal read locality; consistent hashing evenly
spread requests across nodes. We used 16 GB of DRAM
cache for each node. The Synchronized, Pipelined, and Se-
quential patterns used (1.28 TB, 5 TB, and 5 TB), and (4, 5,
and 5) of total flash cache and Readers per job, respectively.
Unless otherwise stated, we used directory bucket mappings
and disabled reinsertion and write rate limits.
Do admission policies improve IO absorption? First,
we evaluated if various Shift admission policies improved
IO absorption across all workloads. We used the Historic
and Future admission policies presented in Section 5.1,
which use historic and future metadata, respectively, from
the RHW and GMS to calculate a priority equal to the
number of expected reads per segment. We also used
a Hybrid admission that uses BucketPriorityHybrid(b) =
max(BucketPriorityHistoric(b),BucketPriorityFuture(b)). We
set a minimum admit threshold of 1.1 for each policy, imple-
menting a "reject first" policy. We used LRU eviction for each
admission policy, and we compared to two baselines that only
used CacheLib’s FIFO and LRU eviction policies.

Figure 8 shows the IO (bandwidth) absorbed by each policy,
normalized to the average IO absorbed by LRU. A higher IO
absorption directly translates to higher Shift efficiency. In
the Synchronized workload, FIFO absorbed an equal amount
of IO (1.01×) as LRU. The Historic policy absorbed 2.01×
more IO than LRU, since it was able to avoid cache thrashing
induced by P4−9 (see Table 3) by not admitting them. The
Future and Hybrid policies absorbed 2.27× and 2.32× more
IO, out-performing Historic admission since they were also
able to immediately cache P1,2,3 without rejecting initial reads
waiting for the Request History Window to populate.

For the Pipelined workload, FIFO was able to absorb
1.86× more IO than LRU, since churn caused LRU to evict
more objects in P3 before job 1 read P3. Historic admission
performed worse than LRU, absorbing only 0.80× IO, as it
did not admit any bytes from P3 until job 2. Since the Future
admission policy immediately knew of P2 and P3’s popularity,
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(a) IO Absorbed (b) NVM Write Rate (c) HDD Read / Cache Fill Rate
Figure 9: Policy performance using the Synchronized workload, normalized to Dynamic. Dynamic and Shift write limits are set to 100 MB/s.

it was able to maximize and absorb 5.84× more IO than LRU
by admitting them to both to cache on the first read by jobs
2 and 3. Hybrid admission equalled LRU (0.99×), since it
kept admitting P2 during job 1, expecting future reads due to
historic popularity and thrashing P3’s data in cache.

Finally, we observe that for the Sequential workload, FIFO
performed on-par (1.06× IO absorbed) with LRU, while His-
toric, Future, and Hybrid outperformed LRU equally (1.71×,
1.74× and 1.69× respectively). Specifically, for the first set
of jobs (1-3), all policies saw high hit rates since only P1
was actively read. However, for the second (4-6) and third
(7-9) sets of jobs, the Shift policies rejected reads from P2−5,
avoiding contention and improving IO absorbed by P1.

On average across all workloads, FIFO, Historic, Future,
and Hybrid respectively absorbed 1.31×, 1.51×, 3.28×, and
1.67× more IO compared to LRU.
Can admission policies manage flash endurance? We need
to limit the write rate to SSDs in order to preserve their life-
time. To study how well Shift policies perform under con-
strained write limits, we repeated the Synchronized workload
while limiting each Shift node with an flash write limit. We
compared to two state-of-the-art admission policies provided
by CacheLib: a Dynamic flash admission policy randomly
rejects writes to flash in order to maintain the specified write
limit, and a Reject First flash admission policy rejects objects’
first write to flash. We also evaluated no admission policy
(Admit All). We used LRU eviction for all admission policies,
and we configured Shift policies and the Dynamic policy to
write only 100 MB/s per node. To fully evaluate the Shift
threshold tuner, we did not set a minimum admit threshold.

Figure 9 shows the IO absorbed, flash write rate, and Tec-
tonic HDD read rate for each admission policy, with each
metric normalized to the average for the Dynamic admission
policy. All admission policies absorb more IO than Dynamic.
Reject First and Admit All absorb 1.51× and 2.66× more IO,
respectively; the Historic, Future, and Hybrid policies absorb
2.14×, 3.07×, and 2.99× more IO, respectively.

While Shift’s Future and Hybrid policies performed simi-
larly to Admit All, Figure 9b shows how Admit All required
significantly more (10.38×) flash writes than Dynamic, ex-
ceeding our write limit. Reject First was similarly ineffec-

Table 4: Hit rate and HDD IO (cache fills) using Hybrid admission
with dynamically-tuned reinsertion, normalized to Hybrid admission
without reinsertion. Write rate is limited to 1 GB/s.

Normalized Hit Rate Normalized HDD IO

Hybrid with Reinsertion 1.03 0.82

tive, requiring 3.78× more flash writes. Meanwhile, all of
Shift’s policies matched CacheLib’s write rate (within 5%,
even discounting CacheLib’s increased writes initially due to
its counter warm-up) while outperforming its IO absorption.

Furthermore, Shift has the advantage of avoiding excess
reads from Tectonic HDD nodes for rejected objects, com-
pared to CacheLib’s Dynamic policy which always admits
objects to DRAM first (and thus incurring an HDD read) be-
fore rejecting it from flash. Figure 9c shows this benefit; each
of Shift’s policies avoids an HDD read upon rejection, sig-
nificantly reducing the amount of cache fills (96% less than
Dynamic) compared to CacheLib’s baseline policies.

These results show that Shift’s threshold tuning mecha-
nism is effective at maximizing IO absorption given a write
constraint, without incurring excess Tectonic cluster reads.
How effective is reinsertion? We evaluated if reinsertion
was effective at reducing HDD reads compared to admission
only. We repeated the Synchronized workload with a write
limit of 1 GB/s and a reinsertion threshold 1.0 greater than
the dynamic admission threshold with a minimum admit of
1.1. We compared a Hybrid admission policy with reinsertion
against a baseline Hybrid policy without reinsertion.

Table 4 shows the hit rate and HDD IO with reinsertion
enabled, normalized to the baseline without reinsertion. We
observe that enabling reinsertion resulted in similar hit rates
(3% increase), while reducing HDD reads by 18%. However,
compared to the limited flash write rate of the baseline (≈ 300
MB/s), enabling reinsertion with dynamic threshold tuning re-
sulted in Shift always hitting the write limit, since reinsertions
caused more reinsertions until the limit was exceeded. Our
takeaway is that currently, reinsertions may be effective when
reducing HDD reads are prioritized over reducing flash writes.
However, potential future optimizations in CacheLib (see Sec-
tion 7) can harness reinsertion’s benefits while eliminating
the write overheads caused by continued reinsertions.
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Figure 10: Production results comparing Shift to an expert manual-
tuned policy that admits only IO-heavy tables.

6.2 Production Results
We have enabled the policies presented in Section 5 in our
production clusters. Since the mix of training jobs and re-
sources varies across datacenters, we are continuously tuning
policy configurations for each cluster. These policies have
helped Shift save significant amounts of power.

To demonstrate this, Figure 10 shows a representative trace
of the IO absorbed by Shift nodes in a petabyte-scale produc-
tion cluster over the course of 9 hours. We show a baseline
that uses an Expert-tuned admission policy on top of LRU,
which admitted only high-IOPS tables to cache; no admission
policy (admit all) showed near-zero IO absorption due to sig-
nificant cache contention across training jobs. We compared
against Shift using a Hybrid policy, with a minimum admit
threshold of 3.0 and without reinsertion. Both used client
eligibility policies and our production write rate limit (the
baseline additionally used Dynamic admission if necessary),
and we normalized results to the “power-neutral” IO absorp-
tion point: the required amount of IO Shift needs to absorb to
reduce power consumption compared to using only HDDs.

The Expert admission policy is ineffective at saving power
due to its inability to capture the limited data reuse of train-
ing jobs we characterized in Section 3. Simply deploying a
flash cache without intelligent and adaptable cache policies is
inefficient; our production trace shows that doing so would
only absorb 0.21× the IO needed to achieve power neutral-
ity. By employing the application-aware policies presented
in Section 5, we show that Shift can exploit the unique char-
acteristics of training jobs, saving 29% of power relative to
using only HDDs for training data storage. At our scale, this
corresponds to a massive efficiency improvement.

7 Lessons Learned and Open Questions

Define the right interface to users. Our focus on designing a
transparent but intelligent interface to users was instrumental
in the success of Tectonic-Shift. A transparent interface al-
lowed us to quickly onboard new users by simply configuring
the cache eligibility policy, requiring zero application modifi-
cations. Since applications could be agnostic to their use of
Shift, this allowed us to dynamically manage the deployment
and operation of Shift with fine granularity. For example, we
could gradually roll-out to a new customer, A/B test differ-

ent policies across SNs, or even roll-back to reduce request
pressure — all without affecting customers’ performance.

At the same time, we quickly learned that it was essential to
work closely with customers to maximize Shift performance.
We collaborated heavily with AI infrastructure and ML en-
gineering teams to understand and extract the right set of
application metadata to optimize Shift policies. Looking for-
ward, we believe that a wide range of other ML domains (e.g.,
vision, NLP, etc.) and non-ML applications will benefit from
Shift. Since these applications use the same Tectonic API, our
focus can simply lie in working with customers to extracting
the best features to maximize Tectonic-Shift efficiency.
Rely on a slate of robust testing, experimentation, and
monitoring mechanisms. We use multiple tools such as
stress tests, production A/B testing, trace-based simulation,
shadowing, and dashboards to continuously tune the multiple
Shift policies and configurations discussed in Section 5. These
tools have also helped ensure a stable deployment of Shift. For
example, data corruptions are common at our scale, requiring
us to compute, store, and verify checksums for each Shift seg-
ment. To ensure data correctness prior to deployment, we used
a shadow deployment to have clients fetch Shift checksums
to compare against data read from Tectonic.
Effectively use DRAM. CacheLib uses both DRAM and
flash to store data. For our use case, DRAM capacity was
negligible relative to the orders of magnitude larger flash ca-
pacity. Instead, we prioritized using DRAM to store metadata
(e.g., the RHW) to improve the effectiveness of Shift policies,
but we still had to reserve tens of gigabytes of memory for
CacheLib to buffer and serve requests at high throughput. Fur-
ther CacheLib optimizations to reduce memory requirements
and an investigation into the optimal split between data and
metadata may further improve Shift performance.
Can data placement and job routing policies improve
cache performance? A key opportunity we foresee is co-
designing Tectonic-Shift with data placement and training
job routing policies. Data placement policies govern how ta-
bles are replicated across our datacenters. Cache-aware data
placement policies can help reduce cache working set sizes
by intelligently reducing data replication while balancing for
data availability. Cache-aware job routing policies can im-
prove the IO absorbed by Shift by coalescing jobs that read
similar data within the same datacenter.
How much can priority-aware evictions improve cache
performance? Section 6 showed that while reinsertion was
effective, it required significant flash writes due to reinsertion
cycles. Reinsertions are necessary because CacheLib only
offers LRU or FIFO eviction. We believe that further opti-
mizations in CacheLib, such as allowing selective evictions
based on a cache object’s priority, can harness the benefits of
reinsertion without write overheads.
Can historic and future knowledge inform better cache
policies? Shift provides an extensible framework to build
cache admission and reinsertion policies based historic and
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future information. While we demonstrated that a hybrid
policy based on the maximum of historic and future priorities
was effective, a promising research direction is to explore
novel cache policies that can leverage future information.
For example, a potential cache policy may account for when
objects will be read in the future and prioritize earlier objects.

8 Related Work

Software Flash/DRAM Caches. Systems such as Redis [36],
memcached [45], RAMCloud [49], and Pocket [29] are widely
used as caches across datacenter applications. These soft-
ware caches commonly manage DRAM and/or flash using
a mix of policies including admission (e.g., TinyFLU [12]
and LARC [20]) and eviction/replacement policies (e.g.,
ARC [39], LRU [47], 2Q [22], and OPT [5]) that leverage his-
torical (or oracular) access patterns. Techniques to predict file
access patterns, e.g., access trees [33], are also well studied.

Recent works have also proposed mechanisms to dynam-
ically tune these policies using ML models [34, 52, 59],
hardware access signatures [63], NLP techniques [17, 69],
and other heuristics [40, 66]. Meanwhile, flash-specific poli-
cies [6, 13, 38, 56, 65] largely focus on managing flash write
amplification (WA). CacheSack [66] is used as the admission
policy for Google’s Colossus Flash Cache, which shares a
similar goal to Shift in absorbing IO from HDDs. CacheSack
splits objects by category and tunes the admission policy of
each category. Janus [4] is also a flash tier used in Google’s
Colossus file system, but instead requires files to be written
to flash first before being evicted to HDDs.

Various existing storage systems also leverage architectures
similar to Tectonic-Shift. Swift uses a set of configurable hash
rings to map objects to their respective storage device [48].
Numerous file systems leverage heterogeneous storage de-
vices to optimize for performance and efficiency across vari-
ous applications [24, 60, 62, 64]. For example, burst buffers,
typically consisting of IO-performant devices such as flash,
are commonly used to absorb peaks of high IO-demand from
backend (e.g., HDD) storage systems in high-performance
computing applications [35].

Tectonic-Shift is a composite storage fabric that employs
a mix of cache policies across Tectonic Clients and Shift
Storage Nodes to maximize its efficiency. Shift runs a Cache-
Lib [6] instance in each SN. We use comparatively large
segments (256 KB) and rely on CacheLib’s Large Object
Cache to handle WA. Each Shift SN dynamically tunes its
cache policies, including admission and reinsertion, indepen-
dent of CacheLib’s. While Tectonic-Shift shares a similar goal
with Google’s CacheSack [66] and Janus [4], and leverages
well-known techniques such as consistent hashing and het-
erogeneous devices, it uniquely targets industrial ML training
jobs and adopts novel application-aware policies that infer
future access patterns from job specifications.
ML-specific Caches. Recent work has shown the utility

of caches for ML training workloads. CoorDL [41] elimi-
nates data stalls in single-server training using local SSDs.
Quiver [30] and OneAccess [23] cache and share data across
highly-synchronized HP tuning jobs. DIESEL [61] targets
training workloads over small files (e.g., images). DLFS [71]
and DeepIO [70] randomize mini-batches using specialized
hardware. Cachew [16] builds on tf.data [44], and puts inter-
mediate data in cloud storage to reduce preprocessing costs.

While other ML caches require adoption effort, Tectonic-
Shift is completely transparent to users. Furthermore, Sec-
tion 3 explored why industrial ML training workloads present
novel challenges not addressed by these caches. Tectonic-
Shift is designed for exascale and continuously serves traffic
to datacenter-scale GPU training clusters.
Production ML Workload Characterization. tf.data [44]
provided an ML training workload characterization at Google,
highlighting similar traits such as prevalent data reuse and
selective reading. Tectonic-Shift is motivated by and builds
upon prior characterization of Meta’s training workloads [68].
Distributed File Systems. Tectonic-Shift is built on top of Tec-
tonic [50] and provides the same API and append-only seman-
tics as the Tectonic File System. Other distributed file systems,
such as Spanner [10], GFS [15], Colossus [19], HDFS [54],
and Lustre [53], are used across industry.

9 Conclusion

We presented Tectonic-Shift, the composite storage fabric used
in Meta’s production ML training infrastructure. Tectonic-
Shift maximizes efficiency by balancing storage and IO capac-
ity across HDD and flash. We provided an in-depth workload
characterization and design space exploration which guided
the principled design of Tectonic-Shift. Shift employs a set of
application-aware policies that infer and exploit future access
patterns using job specifications. We demonstrated how Shift
absorbed 1.51−3.28× more IO than an LRU flash cache and
improved the power efficiency of Tectonic-Shift by 29%.
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